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In this paper we propose a resolution proof framework on the basis of which au-
tomated proof systems for finitely -valued first-order logics (FFO logics) can be
introduced and studied. \Ve define the notion of a first-order resolution proof sys-
tem and we show that for every disjunctive F FO logic a refutationally complete
resolution proof system can be constructed. Moreover, we discuss two theorem
proving strategies, the polarity and set of support strategies, and we prove their
completeness.
1. Introduction
The diversity of logical systems and their applications in computer science has given rise
to the search for general proof theories on the basis of which logic-independent automated
theorem proving techniques can be developed. Several resolution based theorem proving
techniques for classes of logical systems have been proposed. For example, Farinas del
Cerro & Herzig (1988), Ohlbach (1988), Chan (1987), and Abadi & Manna (1986) present
resolution proof systems for modal logics, Orlowska (1985) and Morgan (1976) define the
resolution principle in the context of many-valued logics, and Stachniak & O'Hearn (1990)
introduce a resolution framework for the class of strongly finite logics. In this paper we
propose a theoretical foundation for the introduction, analysis, and implementation of
resolution proof systems for finitely-valued first-order logics (F FO logics).
The novelty of our proposal is the unification of the algebraic theories of logical sys-
tems and of non-clausal resolution (Stachniak, 1991, 1988; Stachniak & O'Hearn, 1990).
As a result rich algebraic techniques can be used to express and investigate rnetatheo-
retical properties of resolution proof systems for F FO logics, such as the existence of
effective methods of constructing resolution counterparts of F FO logics or the applicabil-
ity of theorem proving strategies for directing and restricting the application of inference
rules. F FO logics, traditionally studied by mathematical and philosophical logicians,
have made their way to computer science through numerous applications in artificial
intelligence and logic programming (Przymusinski, 1989; Fitting, 1988; Mycroft, 1988;
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Ginsberg, 1986; Schmitt, 1986; Belnap, 1977), switching theory, logic design and testing
of computer circuits (see Current, 1991 or Silio, 1990 for an overview of applications of
F FO logics in these and other areas of computer science).
The key notion of a resolution proof system for a first-order logic is introduced in
Section 3. This notion generalizes the concept of a non-clausal resolution proof system
for a propositional logic introduced in Stachniak & O'Hearn (1990) and the (basic) reso-
lution proof system for classical predicate logic proposed in Manna & Waldinger (1986).
In Section 4 we show that every FFO logic can be formalized as a resolution proof sys-
tem. Moreover, we show that resolution counterparts of F FO logics can be effectively
constructed from the semantic descriptions of these logics. This fact opens a door for an
automated generation of theorem proving environments for F FO logics. In Section 5 we
discuss two speed-up techniques, the set-of-support strategy and the polarity strategy.
We show that while restricting the application of the resolution rule both strategies re--
tain the refutational completeness of resolution proof systems.
2. Logical Preliminaries
In this section we review briefly the syntax and semantics of propositional and first-order
logics. The approach to formalizing these logics follows Wojcicki (1988), Hawranek &,
Tokarz (1977), Waszkiewicz & Weglorz (1968), and LoS & Suszko (1958).
A logic is a pair P =< L,C >, where L is an infinite recursive set (of formulas)
and C : 2L - 2£ is a function which satisfies the following two conditions: for every
X,Y~L,
(el) X ~ C(X) =C(C(X»,
(c2) X ~ Y implies C(X) S; C(Y).
We call Land C the language and the consequence operation of P, respectively. We view
C(X) as the set of all consequences of the set X of formulas and call X inconsistent (con-
sistent) if C(X) = L (if C(X) ,p L). Hence, C is the consequence operator in Tarski's
sense. If X U {a} S; L, then we shall frequently write 'C(X, a)' instead of 'C(X U {a})'.
The way a grammar for L is set (i.e. the way well-formed formulas of L are constructed),
as well as a particular way the consequence operation is defined, is of limited interest to
us at this place. Most (if not all) monotonic logical calculi studied in computer science
can be represented as a pair < L, C >, and conversely, as observed by Los and Suszko,
for every logic of the form < L, C > there exists an axiom system defining it . Hence, the
consequence operation framework provides us with an uniform way of dealing with both
propositional and first-order logical calculi.
PROPOSITIONAL LOGICS: A language L is said to be propositional if its formulas are
constructed in the usual manner by means of a countably infinite set {PO,Pl,P2, ... } of
propositional variables and a finite non-empty set {fa, ..., fJ:} of logical connectives. If
a E L, then we shall write a(po, ..., Pn) to indicate that the variables Po, ... , pJ: occur
in a, and a(po/ao, ...,Pn/an) to denote the result of simultaneous replacement of ev-
ery occurrence of every variable Pi of a by the corresponding formula ai. We can view
the connectives fa, ... , fJ: as operations on L and hence I:, =< L, fa, ... ,!J: > forms an
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absolutely free algebra (frequently called an algebra of formulas) freely generated by
the propositional variables. This observation implies that every function mapping the
variables of L into an algebra similar to E can be extended to a homomorphism. In par-
ticular, every function e that maps variables of L into L, extends to the endomorphism
e' of £ such that for every formula cr(pO, ...,Pn) E L,e'(cr) = cr(po/e(po), ... , pJ:/ e(Pn))
(we assume here that Po, ... , Pn are all the variables occurring in o] . From the logical
point of view e' can be thought of as a substitution function. For this reason we call
endomorphisms of £ substitutions. We shall often refer to the algebra of formulas £ as a
propositional language.
A logic P =< L, C > is said to be propositional if £ is a propositional language. We
say that Pis:
structural if for every X ~ L and every substitution e, cr E C(X) implies e(cr) E
C(e(X»i
disjunctive if there is a binary connective V (written as cr V fJ) such that for every
Xu {cr, fJ} ~ L, C(X, cr V fJ) = C(X, o) n C(X,fJ).
A logical matrix for £ is a pair M =< A, D >, where A is an algebra similar to £
and D is a subset of the base set IAI of A. The elements of IAI are called logical values
while the elements of D are called the designated logical values. Since E is an absolutely
free algebra, every function mapping the set of variables of E into the set of truth-values
of M can be extended to a function (to be precise, to a homomorphism of L into A)
that assigns truth-values to all the formulas of L , For this reason the homomorphisms
of E into A are called valuations and we denote the set of all valuations by IIom(£, M).
With every matrix M =< A, D > we associate the consequence operation CM on E
defined in the following way: for every X U {cr} ~ L,
o E CM(X) ijffor every h E Hom(£,M), h(cr) E D if h(X) ~ D.
If x:; is a set of matrices for E, then we let CJC denote the consequence operation defined
by:
CJC(X) =n{CM(X) : M E X:;}, all X ~ L.
If < £, C > is a structural logic, then there exists a class x:; of matrices such that C =CJC.
Conversely, for every class x:; of matrices for E, < L, CJC > forms a structural logic. The
logics defined by finite sets of finite matrices (i.e. matrices having a finite number of
truth-values) are of special interest to us. These calculi, called strongly finite logics, in
addition to being structural are compact in the following sense. A logic < L, C > is said
to be compact if for every X ~ L :
cr E C(X) ijffor some finite XJ ~ X , cr E C(XJ).
A collection x:; of matrices with the same underlying algebra can be conveniently
represented as a single generalized matrix. A generalized matrix is a pair g =< A,1) >
where A is an algebra and 1) is a family of subsets of IAI . With g we associate the
consequence operation Ct; =CJC, where K ={< A, D >: D E V}. It can be easily shown
that for every finite set :F of logical matrices there exists a generalized matrix g such
that C;;: = Cg. This means that strongly finite logics can be semantically defined by
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single generalized matrices. For the reader unfamiliar with the wider territory of matrix
semantics for propositional logics we recommend Wojcicki (1988).
FFO LOGIcs: A first order-language £ is specified by the sets Sf) of individual variables,
Se of logical connectives, and the sets Sp and SJ of predicate and function symbols,
respectively. Let i be a function which assigns a natural number i(f), the arity of !,
to every symbol in Se U Sp U SJ. We assume the usual recursive definition of the sets
T R of terms and L of formulas of L, and the standard definitions of an atomic formula,
ground formula, and subforrnula of a formula. With every term yETR we associate
its degree, d(y), in the following way. If y is an individual variable or a constant, then
d(y) = O. If y = !(Yo, ... ,Yk), then d(y) = 1 + max({d(Yi) : i ~ k}). Let us note that
£ is quantifier-free. We assume that every formula of L is implicitly universally quan-
tified. (This assumption will be reflected in the definition of a model of a formula of
a first-order language.) This presentation of first-order languages reflects our desire to
keep the theory of resolution proof systems separate from the part of logical theory that
deals with the problem of quantifier elimination, the problem we shall briefly discuss at
the end of Section 3.
Let £ be an arbitrary first-order language and let M =< A, D > be a finite matrix,
where A is similar to < £, Se >. The operations of A provide the interpretations of
the connectives in Se. The semantics of £ is defined by means of the notion of an
interpretation of terms and formulas of £ in a non-empty domain U and the matrix
M. An interpretation is a mapping 7l" which assigns to every function symbol! E SJ a
mapping 7l"(f) : Ui(J) -+ U, and to every predicate symbol P ESp, a mapping 7l"(P) :
Ui(P) -+ IAI. We call the pair < U,7l" > an M-frame. Any mapping v : Sf) -+ U is called
a valuation of individual variables. We extend v to a valuation v* of T R UL into an M-
frame < Uj7l" > in the usual way. An M-frame < U,7l" > is called an M-valued model of a
formula a (or simply a model of a) iffor every valuation v into < U,7l" >, v*(a) E D, i.e.
a is 'true' in M under all valuations. We say that < U,7l" > is a model of a set X ~ L, if
< U,7l" > is a model of every formula in X. Finally, we define a first-order finitely-valued
logic (F FO logic) to be a pair < E, C >, where £ is a first-order language and C is
a consequence operation such that for some finite generalized matrix 9 =< A, V > (A
being similar to < c,s, » and every X U {a} ~ L,
a E C(X) iiffor every DE V, every < A, D >-valued model of X is a model of a.
Similar formalizations of F FO logics can be found in Hawranek & Tokarz (1977),
Rescher (1969), Waszkiewicz & Weglorz (1968), and Wojcicki (1988). The class of F FO
logics includes systems such as classical first-order predicate logic (defined by the matrix
< 82, {I} >, where 82 is the two-element Boolean algebra and 1 is the greatest element
of 8 2) , modal logics defined by finite modal algebras, the families of Lukasiewicz, Godel,
and Post finitely-valued logics. Further examples can be found in Rescher (1969).
Throughout this paper we assume that all logics under consideration are disjunctive
(with the disjunction connective denoted by V) and not pathological, i.e. they have at
least one nonempty consistent and at least one finite inconsistent set.
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3. Resolution Proof Systems
In this section we introduce the key definition of a resolution counterpart of a F FO
logic. This notion generalizes the concept of a resolution proof system for a proposi-
tional logic introduced in Stachniak &. O'Hearn (1990) and the (basic) resolution proof
system for classical predicate logic proposed in Manna &. Waldinger (1986) (see also
Stachniak (1991) and Murray (1982)).
3.1 Propositional Resolution Proof Systems
The non-clausal resolution rule expressed in terms of classical connectives has the fol-
lowing form:
R{F,T) :
where T and F are formulas defining logical truth and falsehood, respectively (cf. Manna
&. Waldinger (1986), and Murray (1982)). To show that a formula 0' is a consequence of
a finite set X we use the resolution rule to deduce F from X U {-'O'}. For instance, to
show that p V -'p is a theorem (i.e. is a consequence of 0) we apply R{F,T} to O'o(p) =
O'l(p) = -,(p V -'p) and obtain -,(F V -,P) V -,(T V -,T). This formula can be identified
with F by the successive application of transformation rules, such as T V 0' => T or
-,P=>T.
In Stachniak (1991) this non-clausal interpretation of the resolution principle is gen-
eralized to non-classical logics in the following way. Let L be a propositional language. A
resolution algebra on £ is a pair of the form Rs =< A, :F > , where A is a finite algebra
of formulas of L, A and £ are similar algebras, and :F is a family of subsets of IAI with
the containment property, i.e. if X E :F and X ~ Y, then Y E:F. (Henceforth, we shall
identify the connectives of £ with the respective operations of A.) With every resolution
algebra on £ we associate a resolution proof system, i.e. a deductive system based on the
following inference rules: the resolution rule, the transformation rules, and the o-rules.
These rules are defined as follows.
THE RESOLUTION RULE: Let Ver denote the base set of A. The resolution rule is the
set of all sequents of the form:
R 0'0 P "", O'n PVer : (/ '0'0 P VQ V ... V O'n P V n
O'o(p), ... , O'n(P) are arbitrary formulas of L, P does not occur in formulas of Ver, and
vo, ... ,Vn is a fixed enumeration of Ver . Intuitively, if a set X = {O'o(p)'''',O'n(P)} of
formulas is consistent, then the sentence O'o(p/vo) V ... V O'n(P/vn) is satisfiable. The
elements of Ver are called verifiers and their role is similar to T and F in the classical
case; they 'witness' the consistency of X.
THE TRANSFORMATION RULES : A transformation rule is an expression of the form
f(VI, ... ,Vt) => v, where f is a t-ary connective, VI, ... ,Vt,V EVer, and f(VI, ... ,Vt) = v
.holds in A . The role of transformation rules is to simplify formulas by replacing occur-
rences of f(VI, .. ., Vt) with inferentially equivalent verifier v.
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THE o-RULES: A o-rule is an expression of the form Y => 0, where Y E :F and 0
is a designated constant symbol (not in L) denoting falsehood. The o-rules provide a
mechanism for terminating a deductive process.
From now on, we shall identify a resolution algebra with the resolution proof system it
defines. We shall write X ~ 0 if there is a sequence 0'0, ... , am of formulas (a refutation
of X) such that am = 0 and each 0'; either is in X or is obtained from some formulas in
the sequence earlier than 0'; with the help of an inference rule of Rs.
Let P =< £', C > be a propositional logic. A resolution proof system Rs on £, is
said to be a resolution counterpart of P if the following three conditions are satisfied (cf.
Stachniak (1988, 1991)):
(r1) for every finite X ~ L, C(X) = L iff X !g 0, provided that formulas of X and Ver
do not share variables;
(r2) if Wo => Wi ill a transformation rule, then for every O'(p) E L, C(O'(pjwo)) =
C(O'(pjWi));
(r3) for every V ~ Ver, C(V) = L iff V E :F.
The condition (r1), called refutational completeness, expresses the direct correspondence
between finite inconsistent and refutable sets. We shall call every set X satisfying
Var(X) n Var(Ver) = 0 clean in Rs. The condition (r2) says that transformation rules
preserve inferential equivalence, i.e., if f3 is obtained from a formula 0' by the application
of a transformation rule, then f3 and 0' are inferentially equivalent. The meaning of (r3)
is obvious.
Stachniak &; O'Hearn (1990) and Stachniak (1988,1991) are devoted entirely to the
study of propositional resolution proof systems and the reader may refer to these papers
for further discussion on this topic. What we need for the introduction of resolution proof
systems for F FO logics are the following two facts concerning strongly finite logics.
THEOREM 3.1 (Stachniak &; O'Hearn, 1990): Resolution counterparts of strongly finite
disjunctive logics can be effectively constructed.
With every resolution proof system Rs =< A,:F > on E we can associate the gener-
alized matrix MR, =< A, V >, the matrix induced by Rs, defined in the following way.
We call a set D ~ IAI maximal consistent in Rs if D r/:. :F and for every D' ~ IAI, if
D ~ D' and D =1= D', then D' E:F. The family V consists of all maximal consistent sets
in Rs.
THEOREM 3.2 (Stachniak, 1991): Let Rs be a resolution counterpart of a structural
disjunctive logic < E, C > and let MR, =< A, V > be the matrix induced by Rs. Then:
(i) for every finite X ~ L, C(X) =L iff CMR. (X) =L;
(ii) for every D E V and every ue Hom(£',A),h(L) ~ D.
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3.2 First-Order Resolution
Resolution proof systems for F FO logics can be introduced following the the formaliza-
tion of propositional resolution proof systems. Before we go in this direction let us look
at the non-clausal resolution proof system for quantifier-free first-order logic introduced
in Manna &. Waldinger (1986). This system is based on two types of inference rules :
- the transformation rules, i.e. expressions of the form Vo ~ Vi, which allow to
simplify formulas by replacing occurrences of vo with inferentially equivalent but
syntactically simpler Vi;
- the resolution rule, which has the following general form:
O(eP), {3(1/J)
R{F,T}: O(0)(O(eP)/F) V 0({3)(O(1/J)/T)"
In this rule, eP and 1/J are subformulas of 0 and p, respectively; 0 and {3 do not share
variables (are standardized apart), and 0 is a most general unifier of eP and 1/J (hence
B(eP) = B(1/J». The conclusion of this rule is obtained by replacing all occurrences of B(eP)
in 0(0) by F, replacing all occurrences of 0(1/J) in B({3) by T, and taking the disjunction
of the results; T and F are formulas defining truth and falsehood, respectively.
This resolution proof system operates on a finite set of quantifier-free formulas called
the deduced set. A proof consists of a finite number of applications of the inference rules
to formulas in the deduced set. Each such application adds new formulas to the deduced
set without altering its consistency status. In a proof we attempt to show that a given
deduced set is inconsistent by trying to add F to the set.
Having developed the notion of a propositional resolution proof system, we can model
the notion of a resolution counterpart of a F FO logic on the example just discussed. Let
.c be a first-order language. A resolution proof system on L is a deductive system of
the form Rs =< A ,F >, where A is a finite algebra of ground formulas of E, whose
operations correspond to the connectives of L, and F is a nonempty family of subsets of
IAI with the containment property. The transformation and O-rules are determined by
Rs similarly to the propositional case.
The generalized resolution rule has the following form:
In this rule, 00, ••. , On are standardized apart, ePi is an atomic subformula of 0i which
does not share subformulas with verifiers, and Bis a most general unifier of ePo, ..., ePn (i.e.
B(ePo) =... =B(ePn». The conclusion of this rule is obtained by replacing all occurrences
of O(tPi) in O(Oi) with the i - th verifier Vi, and taking the disjunction of the results.
Let Rs be a resolution proof system on E and let X £ L . As in the propositional
case, we shall write X {g 0, to denote the existence of a refutation of X in Rs, i.e. the
existence of a sequence 00, "' 1 Om of formulas such that Om = 0 and each 0 i either is in
X or is obtained from some formulas in the sequence earlier than 0i with the help of an
inference rule of Rs. We shall call Rs a resolution counterpart of a F FO logic < .c, C >
if the conditions (rl)-(r3) are satisfied (in (rl) we assume that X is clean in Rs, i.e. the
formulas of X and Ver do not share atomic subformulas; in (r2) the symbol 'p ' represents
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a ground atomic formula). In the next section we show that this definition of a resolution
counterpart is sufficient to provide a resolution formalization of every F FO logic.
From the refutational completeness condition (r1) it follows that resolution coun-
terparts of F FO logics can be explicitly used only to determine the consistency status
of the deduced set . The fundamental principle on which refutational theorem proving
techniques are based is the existence of an effective (and preferably efficient) method
for reducing the problem of entailment to inconsistency. In classical predicate logic this
reduction proceeds by first forming the set X U {-,a}, and then eliminating quantifiers
from formulas of this set via conversion into prenex normal form and skolemization. The
resulting set of quantifier-free formulas is inconsistent if and only if 0' is a consequence of
X . For other first-order logics the existence of an effective reducibility method based on
quantifier elimination depends, among other things, on the type and logical properties
of quantifiers as well as on the properties of connectives. For some calculi, such as the
many-valued logics of Post (Orlowska 1985) or the three-valued logic discussed in Schmitt
(1986), quantifier elimination is readily available, while for other logics (e.g. some modal
logics) it is not.
There are two reasons why we have restricted our attention to quantifier-free frag-
ments of first-order logics. First , as we intend to show in this paper, resolution coun-
terparts of quantifier-free F FO logics can be introduced and studied within an uniform
algebraic framework. Second, we want to separate the theory of resolution from purely
logical question about reducibility which, to the best of our knowledge, has not been gen-
erally studied in the context of non-classical logics and is dealt only on a logic-by-logic
case.
While reduction of entailment to inconsistency through quantifier elimination is one
of the most commonly used techniques , there are other directions that might be suc-
cessfully explored . In Abadi & Manna (1986) it is shown that for some modal logics
the process of reducibility may require no, or only some, form of quantifier elimination,
and that the resolution principle can be defined in terms of quantifier-free as well as
quantified formulas .
4. Existence of Resolution Counterparts
In this section weshow that every F FO logic has a resolution counterpart. We obtain this
result by proving analogues of the Herbrand Theorem and the Lifting Lemma for classical
predicate logic. Throughout this section we assume that all logics under consideration
have countably infinite number of ground atomic formulas.
Let P =< E; C > be an arbitrary but fixed disjunctive Q-valued F FO logic, where
Q =< A,1J > is a generalized finite matrix, and for every D E V, D i= IAI. Let £p be a
propositional language with the same logical connectives as P and let Lp denote the set
of formulas of £p. We call Pp =< £p, Co > the propositional logic associated with P .
Let t be a one-one function mapping the set of all atomic formulas of P onto the set of
all propositional variables of £p.
If X s;;; Land m ~ 0, then by IIm(X) we denote the set of all ground instances of
formulas of X with terms of degree> m. For every 0' E Hm(X) , t(a) denotes the result
of replacing every atomic formula A occurring in 0' with teA). Clearly. t(IIm(x» ~ Lp•
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THEOREM 4.1: (Herbrand Theorem) Let m ;::: O. Then for every X ~ L the following
conditions are equivalent:
(i) C(X) =L;
(ii) C(Y) =L, for some finite subset Y of Hm(X);
(iii) C(Hm(X» = L;
(iv) Cg(t(Hm(X») = Lp •
PROOF: (i)::}(iv) Suppose that for some valuation h E H om(.cp , 9), and some D E
'V, h(t(Hm(x») ~ D. Let < U,1I" > be the < A, D >-frame consisting of the set U of all
closed terms of L of degree;::: n, and of the mapping 11" defined in the following way: for
every k-ary function symbol f,1I"(/)(tl' ..., tl:) = f(tl' ..., tl:), and for every k-ary pred-
icate P,1I"(P)(tl, ... ,tl:) = h(t(P(h, ... ,tl:»). Since for every valuation v into < U,1I" >
and for every a E X we have that v(a) E h(t(Hm({a}») ~ P,C(X) i= L.
(iv)::}(iii) Suppose that.U is a model of Hm(X).Let v be any valuation into U, and
let h E H om(.cp , 9) be selected so that for every atomic formula A occurring in formulas
of Hm(x), h(t(A)) = v(A). Clearly, h(t(IIm(x») is a subset of a set of designated values
of 9 and hence, t(Hm(X» is satisfiable in 9.
(iii)::}(ii) If (iii) is true, then Cg(t(Hm(X») = Lp (otherwise < U,1I" >, defined as
in the proof of (i)::}(iv), would be a model of Hm(X». Since the matrix 9 is finite, for
all Z ~ Lp ,
Cg(Z) = U{Ca(ZJ): ZJ ~ Z is finite}
(cf. LoS & Suszko (1958». Since Pp has a finite inconsistent set, for some YJ ~
t(Hm(X», Ga(YJ) = t.; Let Y = r 1(YJ). If C(Y) i= L, then for some < A, D >-
frame U and for every valuation v into U, v(Y) ~ D . Let· h be a valuation of .cp into
Mg defined as follows: for every variable p, h(p) = v(t-1 (p». Clearly, h(YJ) ~ D, which
contradicts the fact that Cf} (YJ) = u;
(ii):::>(i): Suppose that Hm(X) is unsatisfiable. Let U be a < A, D >-frame where
D E 'V, and let v be a valuation into U. There is a formula a E Hm(X), a formula
(3 EX, and a function e, mapping the set of individual variables of .c into the set of
closed terms, such that a = e({3) and v(a) ¢ D. Let v' be a valuation into U such
that for every variable z , v'(x) = v(e(x». Clearly, v'({3) ¢ D, which means that X is
inconsistent. 0
LEMMA 4.2: (Lifting Lemma) Suppose ao(t), ...,an(t) are ground instances of {3o, , {3n E
L, respectively, where t is an atomic formula. Then there is an Rs-resolvent 10 V V In
of {3o, ... , (3n such that ai(t/vi) is an instance of Ii, 0 =:; i =:; n.
PROOF: Let Ai,O =:; i =:; n, be substitutions which standardize variables of (3o, ...,{3n
apart and let 8 be a substitution such that O(Ai({3i» = ai. Moreover, let W be the set of
all atomic subformulas of Ai ({3i) such that 8(A) = t and let a be a most general unifier
of W. Since 8 is also a unifier of W, 8 = a 0 e, for some substitution e. Hence, if z E W,
then aie'/Vi) is an instance of U(Ai(,oi»(U(Z)/v;). 0
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Let Rsp be a resolution counterpart of Pp and let Rs be obtained from Rsp by re-
placing every variable p occurring in verifiers of Rsp by r 1(p). We assume that for every
variable p occurring in verifiers of Rsp , r 1(p) is a ground atomic formula (otherwise the
variable of Rsp can be renamed to satisfy this requirement). The Herbrand Theorem
and the Lifting Lemma are instrumental in proving the following result.
THEOREM 4.3: Rs is a resolution counterpart ofP.
PROOF: Let m denote the maximal degree among terms occurring in verifiers of Rs,
Since the proof of (r3) is straightforward we concentrate on (rl) and (r2).
(r2) Let Wo ::} W1 be a transformation rule of Rs and let% ::} wi be the correspond-
ing rule of Rsp • Moreover, suppose that for some n(A) E L, n(A/wI) rf. C(n(A/wo» ,
i.e. there exists a set D E V and a < A, D >-frame U such that for every valuation
v, v(n(A/wo» E D while for some valuation Vo, vo(n(A/w1» rf. D. Let t(A) =p and let
{3(p) E Lp be the formula obtained from n(A) by renaming every atomic subformula B
of n(A) as t(B). FinaJly, let h E Hom(£'p,Q) be such that h(p) = vo(t- 1(p». Then,
h({3(p/%» = vo(n(A/wo» E D but h({3(p/wi» = vo(n(A/w1» rf. D which contradicts
the assumption that % ::} wi satisfies (r2). Therefore, n(A/w1) E C(n(A/wo». The
same argument can be used to show that n(A/wo) E C(n(A/w1» ' and hence that Rs
satisfies (r2).
(rl) Suppose X is a finite inconsistent set of formulas clean in Rs, By the Herbrand
Theorem there is a finite inconsistent subset Y of Hm(X). Without any loss of general-
ity we can assume that Y contains an instance of every formula of X and that t(Y) is
clean in Rsp• Let
(Tp ) O{;, ..., a{
be a refutation of t(Y) in Rsp • We shall simulate Tp to construct a refutation
(T) no, ... ,n1:
of X in Rs such that for every 0 $ i < Ie,
(a) t- 1(nf ) E Hm( {nil).
If nf E t(Y), then let nj E X be any formula such that for some ground instance
{3i E Y of ni, nf = t({3i). Suppose that nf is obtained from n~ by the application
of a reduction rule f(vo, ..., VI) ::} v. Since for every i $ I, the degree of t-1(Vi) is
$ m.!(t-1(vo),...,r 1(VI» occurs in nj. Let ni be the result of the application of the
reduction f(t- 1(vo), ,r 1(VI» ::} t-1(v) to nj. Let us note that (a) is preserved. If nf
is obtained from nfo, ,nf" using RV~rF' then let nj be obtained from njo, ... ,ni" using
RV~r' The application of the resolution rule is possible by the Lifting Lemma and (a).
Finally, since n1 =0, there are io, ..., il < Ie such that {nfo' ... , nf.} ::} 0 is a O-rule. By
(a), njo, ... , n j, EVer and {njo, ...,ni,}::} 0 is in Ra. To conclude, n1: = 0 and (T) is a
refutation of X. This completes the first half of the proof of (rl).
For the second half, let co, ... , Cn be new symbols which do not occur in formulas
of £, and let £'(co, ... , cn) be the extension of E obtained by the addition of Co, ..•, Cn as
Q-argument connectives (logical constants). Let MRJ =< V,V > be the generalized
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matrix induced by Rs and let M· =< V·,V· > be the matrix for .c(co, ...,cn) defined
as follows. The algebra V· is obtained from V be renaming every verifier Vi as Ci and
by adding Co, •••, Cn as O-argument operations (constants). The family V· is obtained
from 1) by renaming every verifier Vi in every set of V as er. Finally, let C· denote the
consequence operation on .c(co, ..., cn ) defined by M·. An immediate consequence of the
above definitions is the following equivalence:
(b) C(Y) =L iff C·(Y)=L(co,...,cn), for every Y S;; L.
Next, let Rs" be the resolution proof system on .c(co, ..., cn) obtained from Rs by renam-
ing every verifier Vi as Ci . Clearly, for every set Y S;; L clean in Rs :
(e) Y ~ 0 iffY ~ o.
We claim that in addition:
(d) C·(Y) 'f; L(co,...,cn) implies Y ~. o.
To prove the claim, first let us note that every transformation rule of Rs" is sound with
respect to C· , since every such rule corresponds to an equation true in the algebra V·.
To show the soundness of the RVer let us suppose that d E V· and that U is a < V· ,d >-
valued model of Z = Y U {ao(A), ...,an(A)}. Then for every valuation v, v(Z) S;; d. Let
V be an arbitrary valuation. We claim that v(ao(A/co) V ... V an(A/cn» E d. Since
for some formula a/(A), vo(a/(A/c/» = v(a,(A» E d, vo(ao(A/co) V ... V an(A/cn» Ed.
Now, (d) follows from (r2) and (r3). The proof that C(X) 'f; L implies X ~ 0 follows
from (b), (d), and (e). 0
From Theorem 4.3 we conclude that there is an effective method for the construction
of resolution counterparts of disjunctive F FO logics. Namely, by Theorem 3.1 we can
effectively construct a disjunctive resolution counterpart Rsp of 'Pp which, by Theorem
4.3, can be transformed into a resolution counterpart of 'P. The resolution framework
presented in this paper can also be applied to non-FFO logics. The definition of a reso-
lution counterpart requires no changes to work in the context of first-order and not just
F FO logics. Clearly, the conditions (r1) - (r3) do not require a logic under consideration
to be FFO.
5. Theorem Proving Strategies
It is an opinion expressed by many researchers that for a theorem proving system to be
effective, it must employ strategies to direct and restrict the application of the inference
rules. In Wos (1988) we read that 'Even for the simplest of problems, an uncontrolled use
of some chosen inference rule will produce far too much information.' In this section we
show that two of the more powerful strategies for automated proof systems available for
classical logic, namely the set of support strategy (Was, 1988; Was et. al., 1965) and the
polarity strategy (Manna & Waldinger, 1986; Murray, 1982), can be generalized and ap-
plied to resolution counterparts of F FO logics preserving their refutational completeness.
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5.1 Set of Support Strategy
The set of support strategy, one of the more powerful restriction strategies for theorem
proving in classical logic, was proposed in Wos et al. (1965). It suggests that. when
prov ing inconsistency of a set X of formulas containing a consistent subset T, we should
avoid resolving formulas in T. First we show that the set of support strategy preserves
completeness of resolution counterparts of propositional logics. and then lift this result
to F FO logics.
Throughout this section we let 'P be a F FO logic. 'Pp be the corresponding proposi-
tionallogic, and Rsp =< A.:F > be a resolution counterpart of 'Pp with Verp as its set
of verifiers.
A subset Y of a set X is called a set of support of X if X - Y is consistent. An
instance
of the resolution rule of Rsp is said to be (X, Y)-supported if Y is a set of support of
X and Qi(p) ¢ X - Y, for some 0 $ i $ n . We say that a refutation in Rsp is (X, Y)-
supported if every application of the resolution rule uses an (X. Y)-supported instance
of this rule.
The following theorem shows that by restricting refutations to be (X, Y)-supported,
the system Rsp retains its refutational completeness with respect to 'Pp • This theorem
improves the result on set of support strategy reported in Stachniak & O'Hearn (1990).
THEOREM 5.1: The set of support strategy is complete. That is, ifY is a set of support
of a finite inconsistent set X clean in Rsp , then there is an (X, Y)-supported refutation
of X in Rsp •
PROOF: We adopt the notions of a weighted formula and of a semantic tree from Stach-
niak (1991) (see also O'Hearn & Stachniak (1989». where the reader may refer for formal
definitions and basic properties. Let X and Y be as required and let M p =< A ,V > be
the matrix induced by Rsp • Since 'Pp is disjunctive and the family V consists of maximal
consistent sets, M p is well-connected, i.e. for all D E V, and all ai,aj E Verp •
ai Vaj E D iff ai E D or aj E D.
Since X is inconsistent in 'P, by Theorem 3.2, CM,(X) = L. Throughout the proof of
this theorem we shall identify a weighted formula < o(ql, ... , qk),f > with the formula
o(qdf(ql), , qk/ f(qk», when {ql, ...•qk} constitutes the domain of f. We construct a
sequence Xo, X, of sets in which every set Xk is associated with a sequence st, ... .s~
of trees such that:
(a) for every 1 $ j $ m, sj is a closed semantic tree of Xk with respect to < A, {Dj} >.
We start the construction of Xo, ... , X, by letting Xo = X. For each 1 $ j ::; m, let
SJ be any closed semantic tree of X with respect to < A, {Dj} >. In Stachniak (1991)
it is shown that such trees can always be selected since
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So (a) holds for k = O.
Suppose t.bat the sequence has been constructed until k ~ 0 and let i = k + 1. Let
St, •..•S~ be the closed semantic trees associated with XI:. If all the trees sL .. .. S~ are
one-element. then we stop the construction. Otherwise. there is a tree S7 and a node K
of Sf sucb that:
(e) some child Kj of K falsifies a formula Qj(Pi) f/. X - Yin <.A. {Dj} >.
Let us note that if for every tree Sf (e) were false, then X - Y would not be satisfiable
in any of the matrices < .A.{Dj} > and, by (b), X - Y would be inconsistent in 'Pp•
Let K o•••••Kn be the children of K and let Qo, ... , Qn be formulas of XI: such that Qg is
falsified by Kf,O :5 q :5 n (note that Qj satisfies (c». We apply the resolution rule to
QO(Pi)••••, an(Pi) and form the set
Xi = XI: U {Qo(p;fvo) V •••V Qn(p;fvn)}.
We can then associate Qo(p;fvo)v..•Van(p;fvn ) with a weighted formula < p(rl' ..., rm),g >
so that
Let us note that since MR, is well-connected, < P, g > is falsified by K . Using this
fact we can form trees 51, ...,Bim which satisfy (a) and have fewer inference nodes than
Sf, ...•S~. Clearly, afte.r a finite number of steps we will obtain a set X, such that k has
a sequence of one-element semantic trees associated with it . From here, using (r2) and
(r3) it is not difficult to show that 0 can be deduced from X, . 0
The notion of a set of support -generalizes to F FO logics in the obvious way. Lct Rs
be the resolution counterpart of'P constructed from Rsp as in Section 4.
THEOREM 5.2: Let X ~ L be a finite inconsistent set of formulas clean in Rs. If Y is
a $et of support of X. then there is an (X, Y)-supported refutation of X in Rs,
PROOF: Let X and Y be as required and let m be the maximal degree among terms
occurring in verifiers of Rs. By the Herbrand Theorem, Hm(X - Y) is consistent and
hence Z = 11m(X) - 11m(x - Y) is a set of support of Hm(x) . Let us note that
(1) if Q E Hm({p}) and Q f/. H(X) - Z.then Pf/. X - Y.
Since t(Hm(x» is CM-inconsistent, by Theorem 5.1, there is a refutation of t(Hm(X»
restricted by (s-of-s) with t(Z) as the set of support. As in the proof of Theorem 4.3 we
can use the Lifting Lemma to construct a refutation of X in Rs. By (I), this refutation
preserves (s-ot-s). 0
As an immediate consequence of Theorem 5.2 we obtain the completeness of set of
support for non-clausal resolution for classical predicate logic.
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5.2 Polarity Strategy
The second speed-up technique discussed in this paper is the polarity strategy (cf. Stach-
niak &. O'Hearn (1990), Manna &. Waldinger (1986), and Murray (1982». The central
idea behind this technique is to use the polarity status of subexpressions of formulas to
guide the application of the resolution rule. This strategy has been used in non-clausal
resolution counterparts of classical predicate logic studied in Manna &. Waldinger (1986)
and Murray (1982).
Let P =< £,C > be an arbitrary but fixed FFO logic and let Pp =< £p,Cp > be
the propoeitionallogic associated with P (cf. Section 4). Let < be a binary relation on
L satisfying the following condition:
(p) a < f3 implies f3 E Cp({a}) .
We adopt the notion of polarity of a subformula with respect to < from Manna &.
Waldinger (1986), where the reader may refer for a formal definition and detailed discus-
sion of this notion (see also Stachniak & O'Hearn (1990». Intuitively, we are effectively
assigning to some subformulas a of a formula f3 the polarity value '+' (positive) or '-'
(negative). This assignment is defined so that, if a is positive, then replacing a with a
larger expression (with respect to <) will result in a larger formula. Similarly, if a is
negative, then its replacement with a smaller expression (with respect to <) will result
in a larger formula. We define a to be of no polarity, if it is neither positive nor negative.
Let < be an arbitrary but fixed relation satisfying (p). Suppose that Rsp is a resolu-
tion counterpart of Pp and let us assume that there are two verifiers VF, tIT of Rs such
that for every verifier v, VF < V < tIT. For instance, if <p is the relation defined by (p)
where 'implies' is replaced with 'iff', then we can interpret VF and tIT as a contradictory
and a tautological verifier, respectively, i.e., VT E Cp(0) and Cp({VF}) = Lp.
LEMMA 5.3 (Stachniak & O'Hearn, 1990): Let a(p) E Lp • Then:
(i) If every occurrence of p in a(p) is positive, then
(ii) If every occurrence of p in a(p) is negative, then
This notion of polarity can be used to restrict the application of the resolution rule in
various ways. We shall consider two completeness-preserving restrictions. We start with
(poll) introduced in Stachniak & O'Hearn (1990).
Let us fix an enumeration Vo, •••, Vn of Verp so that Vo =VF and Vn = tIT .
(poll) An instance
of Rver, can be used during the deductive process only if the following condition is
satisfied:
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- every occurrence of p in Po (Pn) is positive (negative), if for some 0 $ i $ n,
every occurrence of p in Pi is positive (negative).
We say that Rsp admits (poll), if for every finite set X of formulas, X ~ 0 iff 0
can be deduced from X using the inference rules of Rsp , and the resolution rule of Rap
is restricted by (poll).
THEOREM 5.4: Rsp admits (poll).
PROOF: We repeat the argument presented in the proof of Theorem 5.1 with one mod-
ification: when turning an inference node into a failure node we must ensure that the
application of the resolution rule satisfies (poll). To this end, suppose K is an inference
node in a semantic tree, whose children Ko, ... , Kn falsify ti'o(p) , .:., O'n(P), respectively in
the matrix < A, {Dj} >. Suppose that for some 0 $ I $ n, every occurrence of P in 0',
is positive. By Theorem 3.2(i), f[P/v,](o/(p» f/. Dj, where for every v, f[P/v] is defined
as follows: for every variable q,
{
f(q) ifp:f: q
f[P/v](q) = v otherwise.
Moreover, by Lemma5.3, o,(p/v,) E CO<,{Dj}> (0' (P/VF». This means that f(O'/(p/vF» ==
/[P/VF](O'/(P» f/. Dj, and we can assume that 00 =0'/. By a similar argument, we can
assume that O'n == 0'/ , if every occurrence of p in 0, is negative. Hence, K is a failure
oo~ 0
We can further restrict the application of the resolution rule by requiring that:
(poI2) An instance
of RVe,.. can be used during the deductive process only if it satisfies (poll) as well
as the following condition:
there is 0 $ i $ n and an occurrence of p in Pi of no polarity, or there are
o$ i, j $ n, such that p occurs positively in Pi and negatively in Pj .
The following two rules are needed for completeness:
('p+' and 'p-' denote the fact that all occurrences of p in 0' are positive and negative,
respectively.)
We say that Rsp admits (poI2), if for every finite set X of formulas, X ~ 0 iff 0
can be deduced from X using the inference rules of Rsp , the rules R+ and R-, and the
resolution rule of Rsp is restricted by (poI2).
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THEOREM 5.5: Rsp admib (poI2).
PROOF: Let X be clean in Rs , In light of Lemma 5.3, if all occurrences of a variable pin
a formula a(p) is positive (is negative), then a(p/vr) E Cp(a(p» (a(p/vF) E Cp(a(p»).
Hence, if Cp(X) :F L, then 0 cannot be derived from X in Rs restricted by (poI2).
Namely, the two new rules preserve consistency of X.
Now, suppose that Cp(X) = L. We repeat the argument presented in the proof of
Theorem 5.4 with the following modification. Let K be an .inference node of a semantic
tree T associated with a set XI:. Every child K, of K, 0 ::; I ::; n, falsifies some formula
a,(Pi) E XI: in the matrix < A, {Dj} >. In particular, Kn falsifies an(Pi), where Pi
is interpreted as vr. Suppose that all occurrences of Pi in every a, are positive. We
can apply the rule R+ to an to form Xu {an(pi/vrH, turning K into a failure node.
Similarly, if all occurrences of Pi in every a, are negative, then we use the rule R- to
turn K into a failure node . Ifneither of these cases apply for K, (poI2) will be satisfied
and we can use an argument similar to that used in the proof of Theorem 3.3 to show
that the resolution rule can be applied in a way satisfying (poll). 0
It is an easy exercise to verify that the combination of (poll) and set of support, or
(poI2) and set of support, preserves refutational completeness of resolution counterparts
of structural propositional logics.
To generalize the results of Theorems 5.4 and 5.5 to F FO logics, we only need to
define the notion of polarity in a way that does not interfere with the Lifting Lemma.
Let t be a 1-1 function mapping the set of atomic formulas of P onto the set of all
propositional variables of .cp • The following definition suffices:
An occurrence of P in a formula a of P has positive (negative) polarity iff the
corresponding occurrence of t(P) in t(a) has positive (negative) polarity.
In the case of classical logic, this definition agrees with the classical definition of polarity
(cf. Murray (1982». We can now define the polarity strategies (poll) and (poI2) similarly
to the propositional case:
'(poll) An instance
of RVer can be used during the deduction process only if the following condition is
satisfied:
- every occurrence of O(t/Jo) in O(Po) (in O(Pn») is positive (negative), iffor some
o::; i ::; n, every occurrence of O(t/Jo) in O(Pi) is positive (negative).
The generalization of (poI2) to FFO-Iogics is left to the reader.
Our definition of the polarity strategies for F FO-Iogics ensures that the rules R+ and
R- of (poI2) are sound and that refutation in Rsp satisfying (poll) or (poI2) can be lifted
to a refutation in Rs restricted by the polarity strategies. Therefore, if the resolution
counterpart Rs of P is obta.ined from Rsp in the way described in Section 4, we have:
THEOREM 5.6: Rs admits (pol1) and (po12).
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The reader may check that the combination of either of the polarity strategies with
the set of support strategy preserves refutational completeness.
We illustrate the application of the theorem proving strategies discussed in this paper
with the following example.
EXAMPLE: Let £a be a first-order language with infinitely many ground atomic for-
mulas and with the following connectives: V and -+ (binary), and -, and T (unary). Let
Pa =< £a, Ca > be the F FO logic defined by the matrix Ma =< A a, {I} >, where Aa
is the algebra < {O,!, I}, I, max, min, n, t > with the operations defined as follows:
I(a, b) =min(l, 1 - a + b),
max and min are the binary maximum and minimum operations,
n(a) =1- a,
t(a) =!.
For simplicity, we identify the operation t with the constant !. Hence, we may assume
that T is a logical constant. The connectives of £a are interpreted in Aa as max, I, n,
and t, respectively. The logic P3 is known as Slupecki's logic (or as Slupecki's variant of
the three-valued Lukasiewicz logic, cf. Rescher (1976». P3 has a resolution counterpart
consisting of three verifiers:





The formulas vo, Vb and V2 define the truth-values 0, !' and 1 of M3' respectively. Let
83 =< {VO,VI,V2}'-+'V,-,,! >, where each operation on {VO,VI,V2} is determined by
the corresponding operation of Aa. For example, Vo V V2 = V2 since max(O, I ) = 1.
Finally, let :F3 = {V S;; {VO,VI,V2} : Vo E V or VI E V} and let RS3 =< 83,:F3 ».
Clearly, RS3 is a resolution proof system on £3. We leave it to the reader to verify that
RS3 is a resolution counterpart of P3.
In addition to the 'ground' transformation rules of Rsa, it is useful to include more
general transformation rules that correspond to polynomial equations true in the algebra
8 a; some sample rules are:
0' -+ V2 => V2,
0' -+ Vo => 0',
VO -+ 0' => V2,
V2 -+ 0' => 0',
VO V 0' => 0',
0' V 0' => 0'.
Let < be the binary relation on the propositional language corresponding to £3, defined
in the following way:
0' < {3 iff h(O' -+ {3) = 1, for every valuation h in M3.
We choose < as our polarity relation. Clearly, < satisfies (p). In addition,
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V is positive over both arguments,
-. is negative over its first argument and positive over its second,
..., is negative over its only argument.
Some care must be taken when choosing a polarity relation. For example, if we had
defined < as:
a < f3 iff f3 E CM,({a}),
then -. and r- would have no polarity over their arguments.
Now, we use RS3 to refute the set consisting of the following formulas:
(1) P(z) -. Q(f(z»,
(2) -,Q(z) V R(z),
(3) (P(z) -. R(z» :..... ..., (P(z) -. R(z».
Initially, there are 24 possible applications of the resolution rule to these formulas. If
we choose {(3)} as the set of support, then the set of support strategy blocks 10 of
these applications, many of which lead to tautologies. The (poll) strategy blocks 8 of
the remaining 14 applications while (poI2) blocks 10 of the 14 applications (the two
extra applications blocked by (poI2) involve self-resolving (3) with itself). Thus the
combination of set of support and (poll) leaves us with 6 possible initial applications of
resolution, and the combination with (poI2) leaves us with only 4, out of24 initial possible
applications. In the derivation presented below, we leave out obvious applications of
reduction rules.







(using D-rule {vd =:} 0.)
This derivation is consistent with both polarity strategies and with set of support.
While (poI2) restricts the resolution rule more severely than does (poll), we need to
deal with the two extra rules R+ and R-. If applied carelessly, these rules can generate
tautologies, which are useless for refutation purposes . For example, R+ can be applied
to the formula q -. p to obtain q -. V2, which is a tautology. However, in some cases
the judicious use of these rules can save space and time by leading to shorter proofs with
fewer reductions. For example, if we try to refute
(8) ..., (P(z) -. (Q(y) -. P(z»,
then (poI2) strategy will not allow us to self resolve (8) with itself upon Q. Rather, we
can use R+ to infer
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which reduces to
(10) -. (P(x) - P(x».
(10) can be self resolved to obtain a contradiction. By using R+ we avoid one resolution
step and a number of reductions which would be forced by this additional application of
the resolution rule. 0
Although the above example illustrates the power of the set of support and polar-
ity strategies in restricting the search space, it should be pointed out that even with
their use resolution based reasoning systems may deduce far too many formulas . Hence,
further speed-up techniques are needed for more effective direction of the deductive pro-
cess. Among the strategies formulated for classical logic that can be almost immediately
adopted to F FO logics are the well-known weighting strategy (McCharen et. al., 1976)
and unit preference strategy (Woo et. al., 1964) whose non-clausal counterpart for F FO
logics can be formulated, roughly speaking, by allowing the number of atoms occurring
in a formula of the deduced set, but not occurring in verifiers, to play the role of the
length of a clause.
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